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Abstract— High variability of access resources in heterogenous
wireless networks and limited computing power and battery
life of mobile computing devices such as smartphones call for
novel approaches to satisfy the quality-of-service requirements
of emerging wireless services and applications. Towards this
end, we first investigate a Markov-based stochastic scheme for
modeling and estimation of bandwidth and delay on heterogenous wireless networks. Borrowing clustering techniques from
machine learning literature for intelligent state quantization,
we demonstrate that the performance of the Markov model is
enhanced significantly. We implement a measurement tool Zeus
on smartphones and collect real-world data on 802.11g, 2.5G, and
3G wireless networks. The accuracy of the developed model is
evaluated through simulation studies based on the collected data.
Furthermore, a distributed rate-control scheme leveraging the
predictions of our model is developed and observed to be much
more efficient than a baseline additive-increase multiplicativedecrease scheme.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The widespread deployment of high-capacity heterogeneous
wireless networks and proliferation of ubiquitous mobile computing devices such as affordable smart phones has led to
new opportunities as well as challenges for efficient design,
modeling, and optimization in distributed computing systems.
These challenges stem from factors such as high variability of
bandwidth and delay in wireless networks, limited computing
power and battery life of mobile computing devices, and
stringent quality of service (QoS) requirements of applications
such as voice and video.
In this work we investigate novel approaches for modeling
and estimation of wireless network access properties such as
bandwidth and delay using Markov models supplemented with
intelligent state quantization methods from machine learning
literature. Using set-oriented numerical methods, we replace
quantities such as available bandwidth (ABW) and round
trip time (RTT) with their stochastic counterparts (finitedimensional Markov chains). We thus capture the evolution
of the probability distribution over a finite set of states instead
of the individual trajectories of these quantities. The choice
of quantization scheme describing the underlying state space
is of crucial importance as will be illustrated in Section III.
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Therefore, we make use of machine learning based advanced
clustering techniques to develop a smart quantization scheme.
The dynamic bandwidth model developed is demonstrated
within the framework of a network assisted distributed rate
control scheme [1] with QoS guarantees and compared to
existing approaches such as additive increase multiplicative
decrease (AIMD) rate control and a baseline bandwidth estimator.
Tasks such as bandwidth estimation or distributed rate
control can be realized on behalf of mobile computing devices
by a network assistance server (NAS) located at the edge
of the network in close proximity to the mobile devices
with a low latency communication channel. In evolving nextgeneration all-IP telecommunication infrastructure such a design paradigm based on network assisted computing can be a
vital architectural component. NAS supports mobile devices in
heavy computational tasks and helps their battery preservation.
In general NAS can provide assistance in optimization and
network control tasks such as the ones described in this work
and in general a range of capabilities such as content caching
at network edges. Network assisted computing can be seen as
a variant of cloud computing that is specifically designed for
wireless networks and mobile devices.
A. Related Work
In [2], a Markov Decision Process (MDP) based flow assignment is proposed for muti-homed access to heterogeneous
networks for multimedia traffic. In the present work we offer
a substantially better modeling over the arbitrary choice of
state space in [2]. Furthermore the present work is applicable
to any kind of traffic and addresses practical application to
mobile devices and networks. A flow control methodology
for heterogeneous networks has been proposed in [3]. The
work employs H ∞ optimal rate control for the purpose. The
modeling and measurement of access network resources is
outside the scope of this work. There has been extensive work
on available bandwidth estimation tools (see for example [4]–
[6]). Although there tools were originally designed for wired
networks, there have efforts for bandwidth measurements in
wireless environments [7]–[9]. To the best of our knowledge,
ours is the first implementation of a measurement tool for
mobile devices. [10] remains a classical work in rate control

but does not take into consideration predictions on the behavior
of the channel. [11] builds up on the work as a survey
on extensions, new results and directions. [1] introduces the
notion of delivery contracts and also a stochastic version of
the network utility maximization problem. [12] investigates
throughput predictions using machine learning methods, but it
specifically refers to TCP flows.
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B. Summary of Contributions
The contributions of the present work can be summarized
as follows
• Computationally light bandwidth (and RTT) modeling in
heterogeneous wireless networks with intelligent quantization using Machine Learning techniques and Markov
models.
• Development of a measurement scheme suitable for
smartphones and mobile devices lacking clock accuracy.
• Real data collection via experiments on Wi-Fi, 2.5G, and
3G wireless networks and their analysis.
• Comparative evaluation of bandwidth estimation schemes
utilizing the collected data.
• Demonstration of the value of bandwidth estimation
through simulation of a finite horizon distributed rate
optimization scheme with QoS guarantees.
C. Organization
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we discuss
the collection of real world data on heterogeneous wireless
networks in Section II. We discuss dynamic bandwidth modeling approaches and their performance in Section III. In
Section IV, we discuss network assisted rate control that
utilizes the bandwidth modeling and estimation approaches.
We conclude the work in Section V.
II. DATA C OLLECTION AND E XPERIMENTS
We measure and analyze available bandwidth and delay
properties of heterogeneous wireless networks including WiFi
(802.11g), 2.5G (GPRS), and 3G (UMTS) networks using
the mobile services and security testbed (MoSST) located in
Deutsche Telekom Laboratories.
A. Testbed and Experiment Setup
The testbed consists of multiple Nokia N80 smartphones
which run Symbian S60 operating system and have connectivity capabilities for 802.11b/g, UMTS, EDGE and GPRS networks as well as a WiFi access point and a network assistance
server. Both the smartphones and servers are programmed
using Python language (PyS60 version on mobiles) which
allows for easy and rapid development. The WiFi access point
is directly connected to the server through Ethernet. In the
experiments all phones connect to the same 802.11g access
point and NAS. A block diagram of the testbed is shown in
Figure 1.
In recent years, a variety of bandwidth measurement tools
have been developed ( [4]–[6]), but few of them ( [7]–[9])
have focused on wireless networks where capacity is rapidly

Fig. 1. MoSST testbed with smartphones, access points and NAS.

varying. In order to be efficient in such an environment the
measurement tool has to converge quickly, so that the state
of the channel is relatively stable during the measurement
phase. Moreover, it is desirable that the tool is non-intrusive,
i.e. it should not itself use a large portion of the available
bandwidth. This is even more imperative in wireless networks,
since they usually have lower capacities than wired ones.
Mobile phones pose additional challenges, in that they have
less accurate timers. In a personal computer one can get
microsecond accuracy, whereas in the phones we utilized we
have found it to be in the millisecond range.
With these considerations in mind we have developed a
new bandwidth and RTT measurement tool Zeus that uses the
packet pair technique ( [13]) and works in two phases. First,
a series of packet pairs is sent, as in WBest ( [7]). A packet
pair consists of two packets that are sent without any delay
between them and thus no precision timing is needed. The
receiving end observes the delay between the packets and this
is translated to a capacity estimate of the channel. At the end
of the first phase, the effective capacity is computed as the
median of the capacities of the series of packet pairs. Then,
once the effective capacity is known, it is used to compute
the available bandwidth in the same way as in Spruce [14]:
A second series of packet pairs is sent with time gap Δin
and are received by the server with time gap Δout . Knowing
the capacity of the channel (computed in the previous step)
the available bandwidth can be derived from the following
equation:


Δout − Δin
ABW = C ∗ 1 −
(1)
Δin
The developed tool is non-intrusive (only 40 packet pairs
are sent) and achieves fast convergence times (less than a
second). Notice that collaboration of the two ends in a link is
needed, as is the case with the majority of available bandwidth
measurement tools. Hence, the tool is implemented as a clientserver program in Python programming language using PyS60
platform on smartphones and Python scripts on the NAS.
B. Measurement and Analysis
Measurements were made using multiple mobile phones
that connect to a NAS through a common access point. We
have made measurements on three different access networks:

TABLE I
AVAILABLE B ITRATE AND ROUND - TRIP T IME S TATISTICS
Std ABW
0.6642
0.0130
0.0017

Avg RTT
9.0988
186.5459
297.9426

0.35

Std RTT
9.8624
15.6154
34.9475

0.3
0.25
Probability

WiFi (802.11g)
3G (UMTS)
2.5G (GPRS)

Avg ABW
3.5145
0.3861
0.0388

0.4

III. DYNAMIC BANDWIDTH M ODELING
As observed from the experiments in the previous section,
available bandwidth and round trip times of wireless networks
vary significantly over time. To model these dynamic process,
we resort to a set-oriented stochastic approach and use finitestate Markov chains. It has been shown that Markov models
are suitable for describing dynamics of wireless networks (
[15], [16]). Let S = {1, 2, .., K} be the states of the Markov
model (their choice will be explained later in this section) and
let s(n) be the state at time n. The elements of the transition
matrix P are defined as:
Pij = Prob(s(n + 1) = j|s(n) = i),
where Pij is the probability of transitioning from state i to
state j in the next time step. Subsequently, the stochastic
system is described by
p(n + 1) = p(n) P,
where p(n) is the probability vector over the state space S at
time n.
To learn the transition matrix from a set of observed data,
the assumption is made that P is stationary for at least for
some time period. Under this assumption, we use a standard
set-oriented method [17] to compute P . The observed data are
split in pairs and the sets Ckin and Clout , which contain input
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WiFi, UMTS (3G) and GPRS (2.5G). Even though we did
not artificially create any background noise, the measurements
were done in a busy environment where base stations were
shared with other users and all common effects of wireless
channels were present such as mobility, shadowing, etc.
Table I shows the first and second order statistics of
the measurements. It is obvious that going from 802.11 to
UMTS to GPRS the available bandwidth decreases an order
of magnitude. The roundtrip times are also much lower for
the WiFi network, as was expected, since the access point
was in the same local network as the server. This is not the
case for UMTS and GPRS as we did not have access to
the wireless base stations to locate the NAS directly next to
them, which would have decreased the RTTs significantly. The
histograms for the available bandwidth and roundtrip times
on the 3G network are depicted on Figure 2. In line with the
computed statics, both histograms are spread over a wide range
of values and indicate high variability of wireless network
characteristics.
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Fig. 2. Histograms of available bandwidth (top) and round trip times (bottom)
on the 3G network.

and output data points k and l, are computed. Subsequently,

[k:Ckout ∈j]

Pij = 


[l:Clin ∈i]

where [k:C out ∈j] is the number of data points k such that
k
Ckout ∈ j. Given enough samples this procedure eventually
approximates the Markov transition matrix.
The previous procedure works theoretically for any chosen
quantization scheme. However, its performance crucially depends on the choice of states. There exists naturally multiple
methods for defining the state space. One naive option is to
adopt a uniform quantization scheme on the range of values.
This approach has the following two issues:
• The data does not necessarily follow an uniform distribution. If some values are more probable than others, then
it would be desirable to have more states around them.
• In the case of multi-dimensional data the number of states
grows exponentially. If there are three dimensions and 10
uniformly quantized states are used for every dimension,
then the transition matrix would grow to be 1000 ∗ 1000
in size. This brings a computational burden and most
importantly it takes a lot of data to train it.
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Fig. 3. ABW quantization using different methods on a single network.

Fig. 4. Comparison of RMS errors for different prediction schemes.

A more intelligent approach to describing the state space is
to borrow a technique from the machine learning community:
clustering is a procedure that takes a set of data points and
divides them into clusters, so that points in the same cluster
are more related than points in different clusters. The centers
of the clusters provide a good choice for states of the Markov
model.
One of the most common and established clustering techniques is K-Means, where the only input is the number of
clusters K. K centers are initially chosen at random. Then,
all the data points are assigned to their closest center and the
centers are recalculated iteratively. A more modern technique
is Mean-Shift [18], which does not require the number of
clusters to be defined. The user defines a window size around
the centers and then Mean-Shift the significant cluster centers
that do not fall in the same window. Both techniques are
essentially gradient methods and as such are computationally
light.
Figure 3 illustrates how the states are chosen given the probability distribution of available bandwidth of a single network.
The uniformly spaced points are not a proper choice in this
case, because most of the data lie around the center. K-Means
using K = 10 clusters produces much more satisfactory
results. The points obtained by Mean-Shift also seem to be
around the center, even though there is a couple of outliers
that are probably caused by local maxima encountered.
The Markov model using various quantization schemes to
determine the states was evaluated on the dataset collected in
Section II. As a baseline, the mean of the previous values in
the training window can be used as a prediction for the future.
All the methods were trained using a window of W = 80 data
points and the results were used for the next 20 steps. After
these 20 steps the methods are re-trained on the latest W data
points. The metric used is the RMS error of the predictions
versus the real measured values.
As seen in Figure 4, K-Means and Mean-Shift based
quantization have comparable performance, with K-Means

being consistently better. They both outperform the uniformly
quantized states by a large margin. In fact, after a point even
predicting the mean value is better than using the Markov
model with uniform states. This highlights a significant result:
Markov models can indeed be very powerful, but only if
the right state space is used. Furthermore, by determining
states using the intelligent clustering techniques not only the
performance of the model is greatly enhanced, but also the
number of states is decreased by orders of magnitude. This is
especially important since it leads to shorter training periods,
which is crucial for the underlying stationarity assumption to
hold and less computational and storage requirements.
IV. N ETWORK A SSISTED R ATE C ONTROL
We implement a distributed rate control scheme with QoS
guarantees in order to showcase the value of the dynamic
bandwidth model and estimator. We run simulations based
on the real data obtained via measurements and compare its
performance to a standard AIMD rate control scheme. The
distributed rate control scheme is based on [1] and can be
seen as an example network assisted computing application.
It solves the following dynamic network utility maximization
problem
maximize

T 

t=τ j

Ujt (fjt )

subject to Rτ fτ ≤ Cτ
Rt ft ≤ Ĉ(t|τ ),
t = τ + 1, . . . , T
j = 1, . . . , n
Qj fj ≥ qj ,
max
, t = τ, . . . , T, j = 1, . . . , n
0 ≤ fjt ≤ fjt
(2)
There are n flows in the system, indexed by j. Ujt is the
utility of flow j at time t as a function of its rate fij . Rt
is the routing matrix, ft is the vector of rates and Ct is the
link capacity, all of them at time t. Notice that C(τ ) refers
to the current (measured) capacity and Ĉ(t|τ ) is the expected

fjt ≥ q

t=tinit

max
0≤z≤fjt

λt = (λt − α(Ct − Rt ft ))+ ,
μj = (μj − α(Qj fj − qj ))+ ,

10000

5000

t = 1, . . . , T
t = 1, . . . , T
t = 1, . . . , T
j = 1, . . . , n

(3)

where λt is the vector of link prices (as in [10]), μj is the
vector of contract subsidies for flow j and α > 0 is the step
size, an algorithm parameter.
In our simulations, we assume one flow per mobile user
and use n = 10 flows. We consider a single link case
where all flows share the same link to the server. Thus,
the routing matrix is constant. The horizon is taken to be
T = 50. The delivery contracts span the horizon and the
QoS targets q are randomly chosen. The utility function for
the optimization problem 3 is a standard logarithmic one.
To evaluate the algorithms the packet losses were also taken
into consideration, by discounting them from the logarithmic
utility. The simulations are run in Matlab, based on the dataset
collected on the 802.11g network in Section II.
The following methods are compared: an exact implementation of 3 where our K-means based Markov model is used to
predict the available bandwidth, a modification of the previous
method where the five first steps of the optimal solution are
used to decide on flow rates, another implementation of 3 using
the mean-based bandwidth estimation and finally an AIMD
scheme, where on a packet loss the flow rate is reduced to
75% of the previous one and on a success packet transmission
the rate increases by 10 Kbps.
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This QoS formulation is well-suited for multimedia communications. Because of the buffering that happens on the receiver
side it is more important to ensure that the buffers do not go
empty than to focus on the instantaneous rate. Thus, in practice
the delivery contracts correspond to QoS guarantees that the
system makes to the user.
The optimization problem is solved in a MPC (model
predictive control) manner. The utility is maximized over a
time horizon and from the solution that covers this horizon only the first step is used. At the next time step the
optimization problem is re-solved and again only the first
step of the solution is used. Of course this increases the
computational load especially in the setting of a mobile device
with limited battery and computing power. Therefore, we have
also implemented a version that utilizes the first five steps
of the solution instead of recomputing at each step, in our
simulations. The optimization problem 2 can be solved by the
following distributed algorithm:
pjt = (RtT λt )j − (QTj μj )t
fjt = argmax (Ujt (z) − zpjt ),
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capacity of the link given its history. It is the quality of this
prediction that affects the quality of the solution.
Qj and qj refer to the notion of delivery contract indicator
matrix (defined over time), a requirement that the total of flow
j in some time interval should meet or exceed some specified
minimum quantity q:
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Fig. 6. Cumulative packet losses

Figure 5 shows the cumulative utilities achieved using the
described algorithms. It is obvious that the AIMD method
performs significantly worse than the other methods. While the
other methods use the available bandwidth measurements and
predictions to make more informed decisions, AIMD makes
its decision based solely on whether a packet was transmitted
successfully or not. Figure 6 shows the cumulative packet
losses for the algorithms. It is split in two because there are
two groups of algorithms with performances that differ by an
order of magnitude. AIMD has very low packet losses, because
whenever a packet is lost it substantially backs off. The 1-step
version of the algorithm also has insignificant losses. This is
due to the fact that not exceeding the capacity at the first step
is one of the constraints of the optimization problem 2. In
practice the constraint is slightly violated, either because the
algorithm stops before it has fully converged or because of
infeasibility problems. The other two algorithms have higher
losses since they are making future decisions without exactly

knowing the future capacity. As expected, the K-Means based
method works better than the mean-based method since its
predictions are more accurate.
V. C ONCLUSION
We address the problem of modeling bandwidth and delay for wireless networks with heterogeneous characteristics.
Towards this end we develop and implement a tool Zeus
on smartphones to measure available bandwidth and roundtrip times on WiFi and cellular networks. Employing the
measurement results we create a Markov model to predict
future variations in network characteristics. The model is
enhanced via machine learning based clustering techniques for
intelligent state quantization. The accuracy of these predictions
is then tested against the real data. The developed model
is then utilized evaluated within a distributed rate control
framework.
In general, a network assisted computing is a promising
paradigm as illustrated by our the distributed rate control
with QoS guarantees assisted by a NAS. Our ongoing efforts
include evaluation of flow assignment policies in multi-homed
environments. We are also investigating a game-theoretic approach to rate control.
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